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This one-volume thematic encyclopedia examines life in contemporary India, with topical sections focusing on geography, history,
government and politics, economy, social classes and ethnicity, religion, food, etiquette, literature and drama, and more. •
Includes "Day in the Life" features that portray specific daily activities of various people in the country, from high school students to
working class people to professionals, providing readers with insight into daily life in the country • Defines key terms related to the
reading in a glossary • Highlights interesting facts and figures, including information on the military, industry and labor, and
finances, in an appendix • Provides at-a-glance information about India's festivals and feast days with a chart of national holidays
• Illuminates the text with photos and sidebars, helping to illustrate key topics and allow students to dive more deeply into ideas
The Seventh Edition of Zumdahl and DeCoste's best-selling INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY: A FOUNDATION that combines
enhanced problem-solving structure with substantial pedagogy to enable students to become strong independent problem solvers
in the introductory course and beyond. Capturing student interest through early coverage of chemical reactions, accessible
explanations and visualizations, and an emphasis on everyday applications, the authors explain chemical concepts by starting with
the basics, using symbols or diagrams, and conclude by encouraging students to test their own understanding of the solution. This
step-by-step approach has already helped hundreds of thousands of students master chemical concepts and develop problemsolving skills. The book is known for its focus on conceptual learning and for the way it motivates students by connecting chemical
principles to real-life experiences in chapter-opening discussions and Chemistry in Focus boxes.The Seventh Edition now adds a
questioning pedagogy to in-text examples to help students learn what questions they should be asking themselves while solving
problems, offers a revamped art program to better serve visual learners, and includes a significant number of revised end-ofchapter questions. The book's unsurpassed teaching and learning resources include a robust technology package that now offers
a choice between OWL: Online Web Learning and Enhanced WebAssign. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Organic Synthesis, Fourth Edition, provides a reaction-based approach to this important branch of organic chemistry. Updated and
accessible, this eagerly-awaited revision offers a comprehensive foundation for graduate students coming from disparate
backgrounds and knowledge levels, to provide them with critical working knowledge of basic reactions, stereochemistry and
conformational principles. This reliable resource uniquely incorporates molecular modeling content, problems, and visualizations,
and includes reaction examples and homework problems drawn from the latest in the current literature. In the Fourth Edition, the
organization of the book has been improved to better serve students and professors and accommodate important updates in the
field. The first chapter reviews basic retrosynthesis, conformations and stereochemistry. The next three chapters provide an
introduction to and a review of functional group exchange reactions; these are followed by chapters reviewing protecting groups,
oxidation and reduction reactions and reagents, hydroboration, selectivity in reactions. A separate chapter discusses strategies of
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organic synthesis, and he book then delves deeper in teaching the reactions required to actually complete a synthesis. Carboncarbon bond formation reactions using both nucleophilic carbon reactions are presented, and then electrophilic carbon reactions,
followed by pericyclic reactions and radical and carbene reactions. The important organometallic reactions have been consolidated
into a single chapter. Finally, the chapter on combinatorial chemistry has been removed from the strategies chapter and placed in
a separate chapter, along with valuable and forward-looking content on green organic chemistry, process chemistry and
continuous flow chemistry. Throughout the text, Organic Synthesis, Fourth Edition utilizes Spartan-generated molecular models,
class tested content, and useful pedagogical features to aid student study and retention, including Chapter Review Questions, and
Homework Problems. PowerPoint(c) presentations and answer keys are also available online to support instructors. Fully revised
and updated throughout, and teorganized into 19 chapters for a more cogent and versatile presentation of concepts Includes
reaction examples taken from literature research reported between 2010-2015 Features new full-color art and new chapter content
on process chemistry and green organic chemistry Offers valuable study and teaching tools, including Chapter Review Questions
and Homework Problems for students; Lecture presentations and other useful material for qualified course instructors
Chemistry can be a daunting subject for the uninitiated, and all too often, introductory textbooks do little to make students feel at
ease with the complex subject matter. Basic Chemistry Concepts and Exercises brings the wisdom of John Kenkel’s more than 35
years of teaching experience to communicate the fundamentals of chemistry in a practical, down-to-earth manner. Using
conversational language and logically assembled graphics, the book concisely introduces each topic without overwhelming
students with unnecessary detail. Example problems and end-of-chapter questions emphasize repetition of concepts, preparing
students to become adept at the basics before they progress to an advanced general chemistry course. Enhanced with
visualization techniques such as the first chapter’s mythical microscope, the book clarifies challenging, abstract ideas and
stimulates curiosity into what can otherwise be an overwhelming topic. Topics discussed in this reader-friendly text include:
Properties and structure of matter Atoms, molecules, and compounds The Periodic Table Atomic weight, formula weights, and
moles Gases and solutions Chemical equilibrium Acids, bases, and pH Organic chemicals The appendix contains answers to the
homework exercises so students can check their work and receive instant feedback as to whether they have adequately grasped
the concepts before moving on to the next section. Designed to help students embrace chemistry not with trepidation, but with
confidence, this solid preparatory text forms a firm foundation for more advanced chemistry training.
Three class books covering Key Stage 3 biology, chemistry and physics as separate subjects; companion teacher file CD-ROMs containing
lesson plans and resource sheets as printable pdfs Just one of the resources available for Spectrum Separate Science, it introduces the key
words and concepts that pupils need in a modern, fun and clear way. The Chemistry units of the QCA Scheme of Work are covered, along
with part of Scientific Investigations, as advised by the Framework. Questions are included throughout each chapter to check understanding
and to build thinking skills. The practical activities, discussions, starters and homework that you will need to build on this core content are
contained on the Chemistry Teacher CD-ROM. Support is provided by the extensive guidance notes in the teacher material.
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Learning the fundamentals of chemistry can be a difficult task to undertake for health professionals. For over 35 years, Foundations of
College Chemistry, Alternate 14th Edition has helped readers master the chemistry skills they need to succeed. It provides them with clear
and logical explanations of chemical concepts and problem solving. They’ll learn how to apply concepts with the help of worked out
examples. In addition, Chemistry in Action features and conceptual questions checks brings together the understanding of chemistry and
relates chemistry to things health professionals experience on a regular basis.
Steve and Susan Zumdahl's texts focus on helping students build critical thinking skills through the process of becoming independent
problem-solvers. They help students learn to think like a chemists so they can apply the problem solving process to all aspects of their lives.
In CHEMISTRY: AN ATOMS FIRST APPROACH, the Zumdahls use a meaningful approach that begins with the atom and proceeds through
the concept of molecules, structure, and bonding, to more complex materials and their properties. Because this approach differs from what
most students have experienced in high school courses, it encourages them to focus on conceptual learning early in the course, rather than
relying on memorization and a plug and chug method of problem solving that even the best students can fall back on when confronted with
familiar material. The atoms first organization provides an opportunity for students to use the tools of critical thinkers: to ask questions, to
apply rules and models and to evaluate outcomes. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
What a great idea-an introductory chemistry text that connects students to the workplace of practicing chemists and chemical technicians!
Tying chemistry fundamentals to the reality of industrial life, Chemistry: An Industry-Based Introduction with CD-ROM covers all the basic
principles of chemistry including formulas and names, chemical bon
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New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial,
commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and
interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
This comprehensive collection of top-level contributions provides a thorough review of the vibrant field of chemistry education. Highlyexperienced chemistry professors and chemistry education experts at universities all over the world cover the latest developments in
chemistry learning and teaching, as well as the pivotal role of chemistry for shaping the future world. Adopting a practice-oriented approach,
they offer a critical view of the current challenges and opportunities of chemistry education, highlighting the pitfalls that can occur, sometimes
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unconsciously, in teaching chemistry and how to circumvent them. The main topics discussed include the role of technology, best practices,
science visualization, and project-based education. Hands-on tips on how to optimally implement novel methods of teaching chemistry at
university and high-school level make this is a useful resource for professors with no formal training in didactics as well as for secondary
school teachers.
Fundamentals of Chemistry: A Modern Introduction focuses on the formulas, processes, and methodologies used in the study of chemistry.
The book first looks at general and historical remarks, definitions of chemical terms, and the classification of matter and states of aggregation.
The text then discusses gases. Ideal gases; pressure of a gas confined by a liquid; Avogadro's Law; and Graham's Law are described. The
book also discusses aggregated states of matter, atoms and molecules, chemical equations and arithmetic, thermochemistry, and chemical
periodicity. The text also highlights the electronic structures of atoms. Quantization of electricity; spectra of elements; quantization of the
energy of an electron associated with nucleus; the Rutherford-Bohr nuclear theory; hydrogen atom; and representation of the shapes of
atomic orbitals are explained. The text also highlights the types of chemical bonds, hydrocarbons and their derivatives, intermolecular forces,
solutions, and chemical equilibrium. The book focuses as well on ionic solutions, galvanic cells, and acids and bases. It also discusses the
structure and basicity of hydrides and oxides. The reactivity of hydrides; charge of dispersal and basicity; effect of anionic charge; inductive
effect and basicity; and preparation of acids are described. The book is a good source of information for readers wanting to study chemistry.
The remarkable breadth of modern molecular mechanics is covered in this textbook developed for an undergraduate or first-time course on
molecular mechanics. The book uses a case-study approach designed to give readers exposure to the relevance and utility of molecular
mechanics as well as the opportunity to study a particular problem and its solution in depth.
Quantitative Understanding of Biosystems: An Introduction to Biophysics focuses on the behavior and properties of microscopic structures
that underlie living systems. It clearly describes the biological physics of macromolecules, subcellular structures, and whole cells, including
interactions with light. Providing broad coverage of physics, chemistry, biology, and mathematics, this color text features: Mathematical and
computational tools—graphing, calculus, simple differential equations, diagrammatic analysis, and visualization tools Randomness, variation,
statistical mechanics, distributions, and spectra The biological micro- and nanoworld—structures, processes, and the physical laws Quantum
effects—photosynthesis, UV damage, electron and energy transfer, and spectroscopic characterization of biological structures Through its
active learning approach, the text encourages practical comprehension of the behavior of biosystems, rather than knowledge of the latest
research. The author includes graph- and diagram-centered physics and mathematics, simple software, frequent checks of understanding,
and a repetition of important ideas at higher levels or from different points of view. After completing this book, students will gain significant
computational and project experience and become competent at quantitatively characterizing biosystems. CD-ROM Resource The
accompanying CD contains multimedia learning tools, such as video clips and animations, that illustrate intrinsically dynamic processes. For
students inexperienced in the application of mathematics and physical principles to naturally occurring phenomena, this multimedia
component emphasizes what is most obvious about biological systems: living things move. Students can also manipulate and re-program the
included Excel graphs.
Modern Nuclear Chemistry provides up-to-date coverage of the latest research as well as examinations of the theoretical and practical
aspects of nuclear and radiochemistry. Includes worked examples and solved problems. Provides comprehensive information as a practical
reference. Presents fundamental physical principles, in brief, of nuclear and radiochemistry.
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At a time when U.S. high school students are producing low scores in mathematics and science on international examinations, a thorough
grounding in physical chemistry should not be considered optional for science undergraduates. Based on the author's thirty years of teaching,
Essentials of Physical Chemistry merges coverage of calculus with chemist
Learning the fundamentals of chemistry can be a difficult task to undertake for health professionals. For over 35 years, this book has helped
them master the chemistry skills they need to succeed. It provides them with clear and logical explanations of chemical concepts and problem
solving. They’ll learn how to apply concepts with the help of worked out examples. In addition, Chemistry in Action features and conceptual
questions checks brings together the understanding of chemistry and relates chemistry to things health professionals experience on a regular
basis.
It presents equations and derivations starting from a level that permits one to see the underlying physical ideas. There is no other book that
does this on the market. The book presents an up-to-date overview on all essential topics but is concise where possible to keep it a practical
resource for courses. The book is based on extensive experience in the class room. Its contents have been field-tested for years by students.
Suggests aids, publications, and ideas to help teachers present the principles of chemistry and physics on the secondary level
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